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Deadline: November 19, 2007 Submis-
sion only at the student’s office.

This course works constitutes 10% of the over-
all marks for CS 232.

The possible marks for individual exercises
sum up to 155; results over 100 will be capped.
The expected amount of work to spend for an
answer for an exercise is roughly proportional to
the marks which can be gained. Obviously, you
do not need to do all exercises, but you should at
least read through them and understand them
enough, so that all exercises seem plausible to
you.

When handing in your course work, please
state clearly on top of your first sheet the
module code, your name and student number,
“Coursework I” and the date. For each sin-
gle exercise, state the exercise number together
with the heading for the exercise. Please an-
swer clearly, and in complete sentences. Write
legibly!

When using external sources, then you must
make references (even for the lecture script)!
The complete coursework must be written in its
entirety by you. If you are using material from
the scripts of previous years, then you must also
thoroughly rephrase it in your own words.

If you are asked to develop an efficient al-
gorithm, then you must accompany your algo-
rithm with some analysis showing that it actu-
ally is efficient.

Since we cannot return your coursework to
you, please keep a copy for yourself.

1 Graph isomorphisms (40

marks)

1. Explain in your own (plain English) words
what it means for two general graphs to be
isomorphic. [5 marks]

2. Describe an algorithm that takes as input
two graphs (they don’t need to be gen-
eral graphs) and decides whether they are
isomorphic. This algorithm should use a
backtracking strategy, that is, the algorithm
should work in a recursive fashion, trying
for one particular vertex to map it to some
target vertex and then calling the proce-
dure recursively, using the extended map.
Try to explain how this backtracking works
as precisely as possible. State the time com-
plexity of your algorithm using the Big Oh
notation. [15 marks]

3. For each of the following pairs of graphs,
decide whether G1 is isomorphic to G2 or
not; in case they are isomorphic show how
to rename the vertices of one of them to
get the other graph, while in case they are
not isomorphic give a criterion that sepa-
rates them, and argue, that this criterion is
invariant under isomorphisms (that is, can
be used to show that two graphs are non-
isomorphic).
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[10 marks]

4. For a graph G the complement graph G

has the same vertices as G, while the edges
are exactly those that are not in G. Call



a graph G self-complementary if G is iso-
morphic to G. Find a self-complementary
graph with five vertices. [10 marks]

2 graph traversal validated

(35 marks)

Give arguments as good as possible for the fol-
lowing central properties of graph traversal,
where we assume that the input G is connected
(argue directly with the pseudo-code given for
graph traversal):

1. no vertex is visited more than once;
[5 marks]

2. no edge is pushed on the buffer more than
once; [5 marks]

3. every edge pushed on the buffer is send to
the visitor either as tree- or as back-edge
(but not both); [5 marks]

4. exactly the nodes in the connected com-
ponent of the start vertex are marked as
visited; [10 marks]

5. every edge of the connected component is
pushed on the buffer; [5 marks]

6. there are exactly |V (G)| − 1 tree edges and
|E(G)| − |V (G)|+ 1 back edges. [5 marks]

3 Spanning trees (35 marks)

1. Compute all spanning trees for
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(Justify that you got really all spanning
trees.) [10 marks]

2. Explain Prim’s algorithm for computing
MST’s in your own words. [5 marks]

3. Compute MST’s for the following weighted
graphs, showing the steps of the computa-
tions:
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[5 marks]

4. Explain Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing
SPT’s in your own words. [5 marks]

5. Compute SPT’s for the graph of 3a and all
six choices for the root, showing the steps
of the computations. Derive the distance
matrix (for the whole graph, containing all
pairwise distances). [10 marks]

4 Miscellaneous (30 marks)

1. Come up with a graph which cannot be a
line graph of some other graph (prove your
point). [10 marks]

2. Show that for any graph G either G or G

(see above) is connected. [10 marks]

3. Assume edge e is part of every spanning
tree for graph G — can you characterise
such edges ? [10 marks]

5 Characterising graphs (15

marks)

Draw the following graph G as nicely as possible:

• The vertices of G are the 2-element subsets
of {1, . . . , 5}.

• Two vertices are connected by an edge if
they are disjoint (as subsets).

Find out as much as possible about this graph.
What are interesting, if possible “characteristic”
properties of this graph (as an “abstract” graph,
ignoring the names of the vertices)?


